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Abstract 

This paper is focused on a research about how to improve a transportation planning at a terminus 

railway station with the help of control system archives. At first, some basic theories are demonstrated. 

Besides, this paper will introduce a process of research which is mainly composed of data extraction, 

data processing and calculus. Principally, the crossing time for two incompatible trains is an important 

variable for the reliability and capacity of railway station. This paper shows a theory for four types of 

crossing as well as their norm of crossing time, but uniquely take the case departure before arrival as 

example to illustrate how to acquire a theoretical norm based on data. In the sequential research, a 

norm for each pair of incompatible itineraries will be calculated in order to provide a key inference for 

transport planning. 
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 1. Introduction 

The creation of the daily TOG (Track Occupancy Graphs) 

for the terminus railway station is a major challenge to 

satisfy the reliability and capacity.
[1]

 An optimized 

utilization of capacity is necessary to simultaneously 

maintain a reliable service and growing mobility demand 

whether delay occurs or not. Serval researches have 

been developed to give a reliable planning to optimize the 

occupancy as well as to reduce the delay propagation. 

Based on these studies the decision-making tools with 

sophisticated algorithm are developed to assist the 

creation of the TOG automatically. However, the specific 

parameters required are rarely optimized. In this 

circumstance, a new process was developed by using the 

rail signal box log analysis to provide decision-making tool with adapted parameters.
 [2] [5]

 

 

The digitalization of rail signal box brings the reliability of controlling for the signal system and the 

infrastructures as well as the logs of the supervision system. The analysis of the logs reveals the real 

utilization of the infrastructures for each train arrived or departed. The process consists in several 

steps: the data processing of the raw logs, scenario reconstruction, the calculation of the key indicators, 

optimization for the best composition and validation by real transportation planning with delay.
 [3] [4]

 

 

The process combines de real statistics and will be permanently improved with new logs coming from 

each week. The parameters for the decision-making tools are no longer the same value by default but 

studied individually to meet with the special constraints for each track, each section and each type of 

train. As the Open Market of SNCF in 2020, for the heavy traffic stations as Paris Gare de Lyon, the 

need of capacity is tremendously increased and each minute is precious for the infrastructure holder as 

well as the railway company. The reliability and robustness of the TOG is vital for ensuring the daily 

 
Fig. 1: Flow chart of method 
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traffic. The figure 1 shows a total process of this research, but this paper is mainly focused on the first 

part: analyze the data and propose an interval for a value of norm. As for the second part, the aim is to 

validate and verify the results in part 1 with successive data. With a continue of optimization weekly, 

our system will reach a robust level. 

2. Research process 

In this paper, the research process is made up of four parts, which are introduction to basic theory, 

data preprocessing, calculations, validations / iterations. 

2.1 Basic theory 

2.1.1 Itinerary 

In SNCF, an itinerary is defined by one piece of distance with orientation from start signal to end signal. 

 

Fig. 2: Illustration of itinerary 1223_1243 

According to figure 2, ‘c1223’ and ‘c1243’ are respectively start signal and end signal. In this paper, the 

itinerary runs from left to right is regarded as departure; otherwise, it is considered as arrival. 

2.1.2 Incompatibility 

If there is an intersection between two itineraries, there is an incompatibility. 

2.1.3 Key indicators 

For the passage of a train by an itinerary, there are several elements in the logs registering the 

information of the passage. Figure 3 demonstrates when and where these elements activated along 

one itinerary. 

Table 1: Explanation of 6 elements 

Stage Elements Signification Function 

1 RIT itinerary relay Materializes the formation of one itinerary 

2 EIT Itinerary interlocking Materializes the interlocking for the component 

3 KSG Signal control Control the signals along one itinerary  

4 KPG Passage control Control a passage of one train zone and pedal 

5 KPGLOC Passage locator control Control and locate a passage of one train  

6 RV Passages relay Relay for the interlocking way zone 

 

 
Fig. 3: Illustration of train passing six elements 

For each train, its travel times on this itinerary respect the formula (1) 

 ∆𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 =  𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 6 − 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 3 (1) 
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2.1.4 Four types of crossing 

In general, the term crossing time comes from a French definition ‘Temp de cissaillement’, which 

implies the time between two incompatible trains which pass one common zone successively. 

According to figure 3, crossing time usually depends on the zone of crossed itineraries. As a result, 

there is a theory minimum crossing time for each situation.  

 

  
(a) Departure before arrival (b) Arrival before departure 

 
 

(c) Departure before departure (d) Arrival before arrival 
Fig. 4:  All 4 situations 

Hence, one algorithm for norm of four types of crossing is as follows:
 [6]

 

1) Determine all incompatible itineraries for one itinerary 

2) Sort all itineraries and train number in terms of incompatibility 

3) Calculate the norm for each pair of incompatible itineraries according to its type of crossing 

2.1.4.1 Departure before arrival 

 

Fig. 5: Departure before arriavl 
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In this case, train T1 is the first to pass the collision zone and before T2. Formula (2) resumes how to 

get a norm for this case (D/A). 

 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐷/𝐴 =  𝑇2𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 6 − 𝑇1𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 3 (2) 

2.1.4.2 Other 3 situations 

Not included as the norms are much lower than the “Departure before arrival”. 

2.2 Preprocessing 

2.2.1 Data extraction 

For all the station equipped with system MISTRAL (Module Informatique de Système de Transmission 

et Alarme), record containing all situations of equipment within the station is saved in a text file.  

2.2.2 Data cleaning 

Raw data contains a lot of abundant information, so it is necessary to filter them. On the one hand, it is 

helpful reduce a size of data, on the other this makes sure an accurate result. What left is the data 

related with six elements (RIT, EIT, KSG, KPG, KPGLOC, and RV), and the number of train.  

2.2.3 Division 

The processing are: 

1) Sift out all data according to each itinerary 

2) For each itinerary, split data into each independent travel period 

3) Sort the travel period chronologically with train number added 

2.3 Calculations 

According to the basic theory for this research, travel time, train number and crossing time should be 

computed. 

2.3.1 Travel time 

One algorithm to acquire travel time for 

some a train on one itinerary is shown as 

follows: 

1) Determine the information of one 

itinerary, principally its name 

2) Get a set of separated data for this 

itinerary 

3) Calculate travel time according to 

the formula (1) 

4) Return a set of travel time 

 

 

2.3.2 Train number and type 

For each itinerary, its travel time is known to us. Furthermore, there is no information about train. For 

one itinerary, one train passing above this itinerary is an enigma. For this reason, it is indispensable to 

acquire the information of train. 

 
Fig. 7: Representation of file EtatObjets 

For this case, ‘6642’ is one of TGV (in French Train à Grande Vitesse, high-speed train).  

 
Fig. 6: Example for a train passing itinerary 1416_1402 
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2.3.3 Crossing time 

Considering a real application on railways, it is better to focus on case D/A (departure before arrival), 

because among these four types of crossing, D/A is the most complex and the corresponded norm is 

the biggest, as followed: 

 T1 - C5_S1’ – departure itinerary 

 T2 - S2_C4’ – security arrival itinerary 

 T3 - ‘C4_C3’ – final arrival itinerary 

 35s (Chi) coefficient factor 

The norm is calculated according to formula (6) which replaces the formula (2) in this paper. 

 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐷/𝐴 =  𝑇1C5_S1 + 𝑇2S2_C4 + 𝑇2C4_C3 + 35𝑠 (6) 

In addition, there are two kinds of train types, TGV (high-speed train) and Normal Train (TER - regional 

express transport, Intercité, and other trains). Therefore, for each case of crossing, there will be two 

conditions: TGV vs TGV, Nor. vs Nor. 

 

Fig. 8: Example of case D/A for 1315_1355 and 1316_1311 

The norm of case D/A is calculated according to the formula (6) and the type of train should be 

considered. Therefore, a norm for two kinds of train types is as follows: 

TGV: 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐷/𝐴,𝑇𝐺𝑉 =  𝑇11315_1355 + 𝑇21372_1316 + 𝑇21316_1311 + 35𝑠 

= 78.97 + 145.47 + 85.55 + 35 = 344.59 𝑠 = 5.75 𝑚 

Nor: 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐷/𝐴,𝑁𝑜𝑟 =  𝑇11315_1355 + 𝑇21372_1316 + 𝑇21316_1311 + 35𝑠 

= 88.40 + 92.49 + 125.50 + 35 = 306.39 𝑠 = 5.69 𝑚 

For the calculations above, a norm of case departure before arrival is equal to a sum of travel time of 

three itineraries. When it comes to travel time for one itinerary, a maximum value should be taken for 

itinerary of arrival (1372_1316 and 1316_1311), because a norm should cover all kinds of trains, while 

an average value should be used for itinerary of departure (1315_1355), because no barriers influence 

this itinerary, in other word a train can pass this itinerary freely. Figure 9 and figure 10 show the results 

of case D/A for these two itineraries, respectively two comparisons TGV and Nor. Moreover, the norm 

(crossing time) for TGV is 5.75 minutes while the norm for Nor. is 5.69 minutes. 

   

T1 1315_1355 
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Fig. 9: Train of TGV 

   

Fig. 10: Normal Train 

Table 2: Results of norm for case D/A 

N° Group 
C5_S1 

Departure Itinerary 

S2_C4 

Security arrival itinerary 

C4_C3 

Final arrival itinerary 

Norm D/A (min) 

TGV Nor 

1 1309_1355_D 1406_1320 1320_1313 6.42 8.34 

2 1311_1357 1404_1308 1308_1315 3.59 4.08 

3 1313_1355 1372_1316 1316_1309 5.57 5.61 

4 1315_1355 1372_1316 1316_1309 5.58 5.92 

5 1317_1355 1404_1308 1308_1309 4.25 5.06 

Table 2 gives several groups of itineraries. For each group of itineraries, a norm of crossing time is 

showed in this table and the calculated norm is 5-8 minutes. From the internal file in SNCF, the current 

norm for this station is 10 minutes which is a little abundant. In an ideal condition, there is no 

intermediate stop for all trains, in other word, first train goes out of collision zone, the second train 

keeps going without stop. 

Finally, the norms for other cases (A/D, A/A and D/D) should be calculated. Although they are not in 

this paper, the principal and method for these cases are provided. 

2.4 Validation and iteration 

The future step is to validate if the norm is robust for the transport planning. In other word, less 

lateness of train in rush hour with the transport planning optimized is a good indicator. Once the norm 

is updated, new transport planning will be produced and applied. With new logs, the algorithm returns 

the new norms. As the iterations continue, the norm will be always optimized, and it will approximate 

an optimum value. 

3. Conclusions 

This paper concentrates on how to improve a transport planning at a terminus railway station with an 

amount of working log files. At first, several principal theories are introduced, mainly containing 

itinerary, incompatibility, crossing and norm. Then a process of research is given out, covering data 

processing, data cleaning and calculation. Thirdly, as for four types of crossing, this paper mainly 

focuses on a case of departure before arrival (D/A), and in this case, a theoretical norm of crossing 

time is calculated for two kinds of conditions (TGV vs TGV and Nor. Vs Nor.). Moreover, the results are 

2-3 minute smaller than the current norm (10 minutes). This paper proposes a method for calculating a 

theoretical norm of crossing time, and SNCF will take the result as a reference in order to optimize the 
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transport planning and improve the stability of railway station with the open of market in 2020. 
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